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Soul Profile for 
Name: Aila Tuula Ritola 
Birthdate: April 20, 1951 

 
 

 
By: Jessy & Laura Morrison Reading date April- May, 2016 
 
Everything written in this transcript is from our training of Soul Genesis, and 
presented in the manner  we learned it, to the best of our knowledge. However 
that also means everything has to go through our  mind and filters. So if 
something doesn’t resonate with you that is fine, take only what you need to hear 
and know now. The rest you can leave behind. This is not a diagnosis and not 
everything written below will make sense to you at this time. (Pictures above are 
only artists imaginings of Soul Profiles)  
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Introduction 
 
While in spirit, before one is born, the soul’s intentions for life on Earth are 
established. The soul’s script outlines vital information about the type of 
relationships one will have with parents, romantic partners, children, and others. 
 
Even one’s career path is planned, and life challenges are determined. During 
this formative stage, the soul is programmed with a karmic road map for life in 
this, and other, incarnations. Unlocking this ‘soul map’, and determining the 
soul’s origination leads to a deeper understanding of one’s own personality traits 
– behaviors -  and emotional patterns.  
 
By accessing your Akashic Records using Kinesiology and muscle testing we 
access your cellular  memory, are able to collect information about your soul’s 
formative stage before incarnating in this lifetime, what is still impacting you now; 
and with permission, clear the handicaps, paralysis, and sabotaging influences or 
other manipulations.  
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According to Soul Genesis protocol, not all soul groups originated on Earth.  
ln fact, many soul groups have traveled far distances, from solar systems and 
galaxies near and far. Soul groups can be distinguished by the unique vibrational 
frequency they carry. Many of us are drawn to others by the vibrational 
resonance they emit because we recognize it in ourselves.  
 
Aspects of our soul group also come through in our non-verbal gestures, facial 
expressions, and physical features. (For example, Mintakans are quick witted, 
outspoken, and share their emotions freely. Alpha Centaurans are highly 
intellectual and tend to be fair skinned, blonde with blue eyes).  
 
ln the training channeled for  Soul Genesis, the main soul groups are positive, 
aligned with healing energies, and encourage the individual to pursue a proper 
spiritual path.  
However, not every energy is benevolent or for our souls highest good so the 
main positive souls groups are contrasted by “shadow” energies that use 
disruptive means to divert the individual from the soul’s purpose and path.  
 
Shadow energy groups are an expression of the absence of Light. They are 
disruptive forces that wreak havoc on the individual soul’s journey and our 
planetary consciousness as a whole.  
 
The following reading is for your individual soul. You will discover what Soul 
Group and House you belong to, as well as what your Eternal Patterns and Core 
Wounds are; this can better help you to understand why you act and react the 
way you do; why situations keep popping up in your life, and what lessons you 
were brought to earth to learn. 
 

 
 
Historical Context: The Original Blueprint and Lucifer Rebellion 
 
To understand the interplay between the main soul groups and their shadow 
counterparts, we must return to the Original Blueprint and the ensuing rebellion 
that dramatically changed Earth's spiritual landscape. The Original Blueprint was 
the first version of Creator's plan for Earth. Approximately 350,000 years ago, an 
important event occurred that changed the Blueprint's original intent.  
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The Lucifer Rebellion was a period of spiritual upheaval during which the Angel 
Lucifer renounced and separated from God. According to Biblical accounts, the 
rebellion caused one third of the stars to fall from the sky. 
 
ln Soul Genesis, this means one third of souls chose to follow Lucifer, and in 
doing so, it is said, they stepped away from Love, Light and Truth and 
abandoned Creator's Divine Plan. The event also apparently changed Earth's 
energy fields.  
 
Since souls migrate from planet to planet, some of Lucifer's followers came to 
reside on Earth and brought their conflict and negativity with them. This instituted 
a polarized system on Earth. The system pits God's Light forces against shadow 
forces that thrive on disunity and polarization. Creator's original Blueprint was 
further compromised with the demise of Atlantis. Some contend that we are still 
rebuilding from that event and trying to come back to the integrity of the 
Blueprint. For many, the dawn of the new millennium (2000), and the end of the 
Mayan calendar (2012), represents a new age, and chance to come into 
alignment with the original blueprint.  
 

 

 
Soul Status:  

 
Definition of Mono and Poly-Souls 
 
Most souls are typically mono-souled, this means one soul inhabits the body in 
this lifetime. In rare cases, a soul can be poly-souled; this occurs when two or 
more souls inhabit the body at once. For poly-souled individuals, there is also a 
good chance that a shell or façade device is present. 
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Façade Devices 
 
A façade is a screening device used by a soul to mask its true identity. Some 
souls use façade devices to protect themselves. At other times, the façade is 
used as deception. Façade’s are always identified, and cleared before continuing 
with your reading.  
 
Shells 
 
A shell is a masquerading technique used by a negative Spirit Guide. The 
negative shell attaches to the discarded mental body shell of a positive soul as it 
ascends through the astral planes. When we die, the first shell we discard is the 
physical body shell. As we ascend into higher astral planes, we release the 
mental body shell. Shells dissipate naturally during the ascension process.  
On occasion, shadow energies, such as a negative Spirit Guide, capture a shell 
before it dissipates and use it as camouflage. Disguised effectively, other souls 
are tricked into associating with it, while the real soul remains trapped within it. 
 
A soul can also use a shell for protection, hoping to evade harm by hiding in the 
shell of another being. Most times, this creates confusion and you may find that 
you struggle to express your true identity. The shell causes you to be 
misrepresented among your soul group. In some instances, a negative shell is 
adopted in order for you to "hide out safely" among negative beings. This 
happens when a positive soul is trapped in a negative astral plane and attempts 
to escape. On the surface, these souls appear negative, but they are actually 
positive souls in torment and confusion. 
 
Soul Shifting 
 
Soul shifting is a rare circumstance in which two or more souls may be shifting 
(trading) places in the same body. It could be a result of a protection contract. In 
this scenario, one soul provides protection for a period, while the other receives 
protection, then the roles reverse. Often soul shifts occur on a rotational basis 
(e.g. every 4 years). Soul shifting occurs between shadow energies as well. This 
may be the result of a contract, or a compassionate connection. A binding, and 
clearing requests are used when soul shifting is detected.  
 
I explain all this because I required Laura’s assistance in doing your readings. 
We had to do three readings that took several hours each, and determine which 
soul belonged, and which two bind and escort away. It seems that at the age of 
31 two other souls entered your body. One from Shadow energy essentially to 
hijack your life, the other also a shadow energy that we have never before 
encountered to counteract this. We had to sever this  compassionate connection, 
close doorways of accessibility, and even request a Third Order escort for the 
disruptive energy to be removed before we could gather legitimate information on 
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your soul of origination (the soul that came in at first breath, and the soul that will 
be leaving your body when it is time to leave this earth.  
 
Do you recall a significant emotional or physical  event occurring at that age, or 
somehow life feeling like it derailed in some way ? 
 
 

Soul Group: 

 
As mentioned before according to Soul Genesis protocol, not all soul groups 
originated on Earth.  
Collectively, the main soul groups are an integral part of Creator's plan for 
healing. I no longer use the words Solar System in my vocabulary, I prefer Soul 
System as all those I have encountered so far, or those in my acquaintance are 
all “Star Seeds”. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Your Soul Group is:        Sirius  
 
Divine Pattern Physical: Luxury ∞ Mental: Clarity  ∞     Spiritual: Advancement 
 
Originating from the star Sirius, the brightest star in our constellations, this soul 
group arrived on Earth in 63, 561 BC. Like Pleiadians, Sirians have come to 
Earth to help us evolve and become more self-sufficient. They brought sacred 
information to the civilization of Atlantis which unfortunately  was used 
inaccurately which led to the demise of Atlantis.  
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The same situation apparently occurred when the Sirians extended aid to the 
inhabitants of Maldec and Mars. Younger and inexperienced souls on Maldec 
misused Sirian information causing a cataclysmic disaster that altered the shape 
of the entire solar system. Maldec exploded, transformed into an asteroid belt, 
and created dangerous debris that badly damaged the surface of Mars. As a 
result, Mars became uninhabitable. This event had far-reaching consequences 
on Earth as well, causing a massive shift to its timing cycle.  
 
For these reasons (e.g. the failure in Atlantis, Maldec and Mars) Sirian souls 
continue to carry a great deal of karmic debt. Realizing they possessed sacred 
wisdom that could be fatal in the wrong hands, Sirians became highly protective 
of their knowledge. For example, when Sirians realized that their knowledge was 
being misused in Atlantis, they transported it through a portal way to Ancient 
Egypt (e.g. the Sirian Connection). 
 
Sirians understand the burden of this knowledge, and the power it wields. Some 
Sirians carry crystal devices to transport information in a world that is ruled by 
gravity. Gravity creates dense and heavy energy fields around the soul, making it 
very difficult to receive information from beyond Earth's plane. Sirians use crystal 
devices, connected to the chakras, to activate higher forms of energy and cut the 
dense gravity around them.  
 
They feel the effects of polarization, and the struggle between good and evil, 
more acutely than others. Sirians understand the impact of Armageddon, but will 
not give in to its doom and gloom prophesies. Instead, Sirians prefer to 
concentrate on optimistic outcomes and seek balance and clarity as a means to 
solve problems. 
 
 
Sirius: Characteristics 
 
Star/System Location  
 

• Sirius - alpha star in Canis Major, The Greater Dog 
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Soul Personality Traits 
 

• very committed to planetary healing 

• understand the polarity (positive and negative) battle 

• well-grounded in the physical experience 

• possess an evolved spirituality beyond the '1 to 3rd dimension 

• dedicated and service oriented 
 
Soul Purpose & Focus for this world 
 

• to work toward planetary evolution 

• to establish expansive technology 

• to balance polarity 

• to bring about healing and advancement for this solar system 

• to re-establish the higher teachings and technology from Atlantis and 
Ancient Egypt 

• to continue to teach information about how to balance male and female 
archetypes 

 
 
Shadow Energies: 
 
Shadow energy groups are an expression of the absence of Light. They are 
disruptive forces that wreak havoc on the individual soul's journey and our 
planetary consciousness as a whole. They exist only in relation to Light forces 
that influence the individual. As the saying goes ... "As above, so below."  
 
All souls have a positive and negative pole. As a general rule, if one is being 
expressed, which is typically the positive, the other, or shadow, must exist as 
potential. Understanding shadow energy leads to a deeper appreciation of 
positive energy. When we cast aside, or emerge from, the dark, we are 
awakened to the Light of Divine Source. When we raise our Light vibration, the 
lower vibrations of dark forces no longer captivate us.  
 
Shadow energy is a source of imbalance, disruption, and a general feeling of dis-
ease in the physical and emotional body. Shadow energy realms are as 
distinctive as Archangel Realms. They are governed by a specific spiritual 
purpose, have unique personality traits, and influence the soul's path. For 
example, the Draconan's primary purpose is to use fear and manipulation to 
render an individual vulnerable. The Dark Motherhood's spiritual purpose is to 
erode an individual's self worth, and to instill fear and confusion.  
 
Light energy works on behalf of the individual's Highest Good. Shadow energy, 
instead, recognizes and preys upon the individual's vulnerabilities (e.g. Achilles’ 
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heel). Shadow energy, of any kind, can be eliminated when we acknowledge its 
presence, consciously stop feeding it with fear, and set the intention to follow 
Divine Light, Truth, and Love. 
 
Your  Soul Genesis reading, identified the influences of 2 shadow energies 
influencing your current life that were dissipating their power over your soul. 
However their identities and essence are something unknown to me at this time;  
We re-instated Love, Light, and Truth, for you to move forward in your soul's 
purpose. 
 

Eternal Patterns 
 
Our eternal pattern is with us since the beginning of our soul's origination. It is the 
consciousness that has guided us through eternity. Even if we are unaware of 
our pattern we follow it unconsciously. Although we may from time to time follow 
other eternal patterns, we never change our primary pattern. It is consistent 
across lifetimes. It is the drive function on our "gear shift”. In other words it is 
what propels us to behave, feel, and respond to stimuli around ourselves.  
 
Eternal patterns are associated with specific chakra energies (see diagram below 
for chakra locations). Under stress, we rely on our established eternal pattern to 
help us resolve a conflict or work through a particular situation. 
 
Crown – Spiritual 
 
3rd Eye – Perception 
 
Throat – Expression                           
 
Heart – Love 
 
Solar Plexus – Power 
 
Sacral – Sex 
 
Root – Survival  
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Your Main Eternal Pattern is Destruction which affects your Brow Chakra 

 
Description:  
 
The need to tear things down, and begin from scratch.  
 
Under Stress:  
 
These individuals tend to tear down what they build. They will sometimes leave 
things unraveled and move on to another project if they don't want to complete 
their current project. The negative consequence of that is walking away without 
considering other alternatives. Conversely, tearing something down, such as a 
negative belief system, to replace it with something better is a positive step 
toward personal growth. 
 
You ask, "This is not good enough. I need to take it apart and rebuild it." 
 

Core Wounds  
 
Upon first breath, the soul agrees to specific conditions and personality traits that 
recur throughout many lifetimes. The soul agrees to carry, throughout all its 
incarnations, a specific core wound. The soul’s core wound represents an 
obstacle that you unconsciously place in your way, which keeps you “off course” 
and stalls your soul’s true purpose.  
 
The wound may be a vulnerability that is “poked” or “agitated” in times of stress, 
or when a particular set of circumstances arises in everyday life. The soul agrees 
to carry the wound, but also agrees to heal it.  
 
When life fuels a particular circumstance, it can (and usually does) provoke the 
wound, and this leads to a recognizable pattern of behavior, thoughts, actions 
and emotions. From this position, one develops a way of interacting with the 
world.  
 
This can often lead to us believing that things are either “out of our control”, or 
that “this is just how life is”.  
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Your Primary Core Wound is: 
 

Betrayal 
 
Life Script: “I find it so hard to trust new people and don’t want to share so much 
because that information can be used against me. I am just waiting for someone 
to betray me” “I am just going to get stabbed in the back!”  
 
 
Typically for individuals with this core wound, an act of betrayal is hard to accept. 
Betrayal is linked to trust because of the original promise to honor the others 
feelings and thoughts. Recovering from an act of betrayal leaves you unwilling to 
trust again, potentially eroding intimate relationships. Furthermore, betrayal 
impedes future opportunities that might demonstrate the positive side of trust. 
Having experienced betrayal at the hands of others, you may find yourself 
becoming suspicious and critical of other's motives. However you tend to turn 
these negative feelings inward, and become self-critical and judgmental.  
 
The emotional effects of betrayal are broad and may include shock, anger, grief, 
isolation, sadness and depression. Ultimately, individuals with this core wound 
have learned not to expect loyalty from others.  
 
It is important to realize that our response to our own core wounds is directed by 
free will and choice. Now that you know your core wound you may be able to 
recognize when it is triggered and find away to respond to it in a positive manner 
instead of falling into the spin again and again. Core wounds do have a statute of 
limitations and can be turned into a strength once recognized. 
 
Session Note: There is a Primary Core Wound that every soul comes in with on 
first breath but often time’s people can be experiencing feelings related to other 
core wounds or other soul’s wounds. The other core wounds of abandonment, 
displacement, injustice, struggle, isolation, invisibility or victimhood are not active 
in your life at this time.  
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Archangel Realms 
 
Archangels are the chief messengers 
of God. They do not represent any 
specific theological tradition and work 
with all who ask and seek their 
guidance.  
 
In accordance to Soul Genesis 
Protocol: 
 

• there are a myriad of 
Archangels connected with the 
Earth plane 

• the association made to 
Archangel realms is relevant 
to one's conscious gifts and 
experiences 

• most positive souls will have 
primary training in at least one 

Archangel realm which highlights their gifts and defines their focus for this 
lifetime 

• older soul groups may have Archangel training in more than one realm or 
may be adding a new one this lifetime 

• we often will display particular personality characteristics of the Archangel 
realm with which we are aligned, and often we may also be working in a 
professional field that uses these unique skills of our associated Archangel 
realm. 

 
 
When checking Archangel Realms I always ask how much access you are 
getting to each realm on a scale of 0%-100%.  
 
At the time of this reading you had NO access to any of the Archangel 
Realms. This could be because of the negative souls that were interfering 
with you.  
 
So, I did a clearing on the blockages that were preventing you from 
accessing eight Archangels. Now you have access to:  Archangel Michael, 
Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Auriel, Zophkiel Zadkiel and Kamiel.  
 
I will check in periodically to ask for enhancement of this ability to be over 50%. 
Until you eventually clear your “reception” and are able to continually ask for their 
assistance at over 90%. 
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(Note: Do not get hung up on Gender designations: Archangels do not have 
physical bodies, so their gender simply highlights the masculine or feminine 
Divine energy of their specialties.  
 
For example, Archangel Michael's strong warrior presence can be personified as 
male, while Auriel's protective Earth and nature association is in line with the 
Divine feminine.  
 
Gender, therefore, should not be used as defining factor for the influence or 
importance of a particular Archangel realm. ) 

 
 
Archangel Auriel  
“Lion or Lioness of God” 
 
The realm of nature, compassion, Earth Mother, Sacred Goddess 
Chakra Association: Root 
Divine Energy: Feminine 
Realm Challenge: Moveable boundaries 
Alternate Names: Ariel, Arieael, Areal 
 
This realm connects with the healing magic of the Earth Mother. Those assigned 
to this realm are compassionate, tolerant, and accepting. Earthers are typically 
aligned with Auriel's realm. Their challenge is to extend compassion where it is 
joyously received, instead of being used to manipulate or harm others. Aurielites 
are trusting and can easily be tricked. They do not have fixed boundaries, this 
allows them to see multiple solutions to a singular problem. They do not 
perseverate about the method, choosing to concentrate on the outcome instead. 
 
Because Aurielites prefer moveable boundaries, they are susceptible to 
exploitation. Once they realize they are being manipulated, their "mother lioness" 
emerges to provide protection. They make wonderful friends, parents, and 
partners and show compassion in a world that is in need of it. Auriel's energy 
governs the entire order of the universe including the stars, moon, sun, and 
Earth.  
 
*However Auriel's energy is synonymous with environmental protection as she 
helps birds, fish, and animals. She is equally concerned with the proper 
treatment of humans, and ensures that abundance is materialized by way of 
clean water, healthy food, and proper shelter for all.  
 
**Call upon Auriel when attempting to connect to nature more closely. Because 
Auriel's energy is free flowing like the natural elements of water and wind, the 
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greatest challenge for Aurielites is standing firm in their convictions and not 
wavering when they are faced with important decisions. 
 
 
 

Archangel Zadkiel 
“Righteousness of God” 
 
The realm of creative visualization and manifesting into the physical and 
material plane 
Chakra Association: Sacral 
Divine Energy: Masculine 
Realm Challenge: Maintain and sustain 
Alternate Names: Sachiel, Tzadkiel, Zachariel, Hesediel 
 
This Archangel realm is associated with manifestation. Those aligned with this 
masculine energy are keen to transform their personal vision, dreams, wants, 
needs and desires into physical reality.  
 
This is the realm of the architect, the builder, and the midwife. Zadkiel's realm 
also governs issues related to physical growth, and personal substance. Zadkiel 
also inspires forgiveness and compassion.  
 
*Zadkiel can be invoked when one requires assistance in remembering general 
information (i.e. facts and figures). Zadkiel also assists with emotional healing.  
 
**Call upon Zadkiel when letting go of negative belief systems that no longer 
serve the Highest Good. Zadkiel assists in releasing all negative energies with 
forgiveness, and helps people fully align with their Divine path and manifest their 
soul's purpose.  
 
In addition, Zadkiel's realm overcomes the belief that true spirituality is limited to 
the "riches found in Heaven". Instead, Zadkiel reminds us that Earth was created 
so that humanity may live, and materialize God's richness in physical form. 
 
 
 

Archangel Zophkiel 
“Beauty of God” 
 
The realm of art, beauty, perfection, cosmic law and order, and balance 
Chakra Association: Solar Plexus 
Divine Energy: Feminine 
Realm Challenge: Perfectionism 
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Alternate Names: Zophiel, lofiel, lophiel, Zaphiel,Jophiel 
 
Zophkiel brings beauty to our lives. She helps dissipate negative thoughts, 
replacing them with positive and benevolent thoughts. Zophkiel reminds us to be 
optimistic, and to see the beauty in all situations. Like all Archangels, her power 
is abundant, creative, and transformative. 
 
ln Zophkiel's realm, the power to transform one's physical space and 
environment is paramount. Zophkiel's is also the realm of art, aesthetics, and 
beauty. Those aligned with this realm easily appreciate multiple perspectives on 
an issue (i.e. a flower can be painted in many different artistic styles...and they 
are all beautiful), and are likely to remain neutral in order to maintain peace and 
balance.  
 
Harmony is the intended outcome for those working with Zophkiel's energy. 
Zophkiel assists those in creative careers such as computer programmers, 
interior designers, and graphic artists. Zophkiel recognizes the need to maintain 
an organized environment, and understands how our physical space impacts our 
emotional and physical well-being. 
 
* Zophkiel helps those who "get out of balance" as a result of exaggerated 
perfectionism. Zophkiel reminds us that an artistic masterpiece is inspiring, but 
true joy comes from the creative process, which is messy, playful, and child-like. 
 
 
 

 
 
Archangel Raphael 
“God Heals” 
 
The realm of healing and love  
Chakra Association: Heart 
Divine Energy: Masculine 
Realm Challenge: discernment 
Alternate Names: Azarias, lsrafel, Labbiel 
 
Raphael's realm is concerned with healing and love energies. He is often referred 
to as the angelic physician. Raphael is the patron of doctors, nurses, 
matchmakers, and travelers. His greatest role is to help heal the Earth spiritually, 
emotionally, and to eliminate physical corruption.  
 
He reminds us that Divine Creator love for us is infinite. He works through the 
heart chakra, the seat of the soul, to bring about profound healing. He has a 
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special affinity for children because they feel with their hearts more naturally than 
adults. Raphael is a great healer. He heals spiritual, emotional, even physical 
wounds, and he brings God's healing Light to situations of fear and stress that 
contribute to "dis-ease" of the body and mind. Raphael heals animals, provides 
pain management, and assists travelers.  
 
It goes without saying, Raphael assists in intimate and love relationships, 
working on behalf of men and women equally. Individuals aligned to this realm 
are extremely empathetic. They can become easily depleted from giving too 
much to others, but not asking for anything in return. They frequently neglect self-
love. As a result, the greatest challenge for Raphaelites is discernment. They 
must decipher how/when to extend their love and healing gifts. They must also 
recognize the importance of "self love" in order to be more fully capable of 
extending love to others.  
 
Raphael reminds us that when we AWAKEN and FORTIFY love of the SELF, we 
are re-invigorating our energy supply and can project it onto others more freely. 

 
 
 
Archangel Gabriel 
“The Strength of God” 
 
The realm of sound, vibration, spoken and written word, and 
communication 
Chakra Association: Throat 
Divine Energy: Masculine/feminine 
Realm Challenge: self-judgment and criticism 
Alternate Names: Saint Gabriel, Jibril, Jiburili 
 
Gabriel's realm is concerned with matters of conception, birth, well-being, and the 
protection of children. Parents can call upon him for advice and guidance. He 
also assists adults who nurture, teach, or work with children.  
 
This is also the Angelic realm of sound, vibration, and the ability to communicate. 
As a result, Gabrielites are strong communicators, musicians, public speakers, 
actors, teachers, writers, and counselors. This is also the realm of the spiritual 
teacher (e.g. practitioners of vibrational healing and alchemy). In Tarot, Gabriel is 
associated with the judgment card. As such, Gabrielites must consider all 
perspectives, and keep from forming judgments that are extreme, or one-sided.  
 
They must also guard against others who respond to their messages with 
extreme criticism. Gabriel can assist those aspiring to clear, unequivocal, and 
positive communication. Communicating clearly is a real challenge for 
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Gabrielites. Known as "tall trees;" these individuals are recognized for their 
strong and forceful messages. They are comfortable on their "soap-boxes," 
extolling their views, but must be prepared for potential rebuttals and opposition.  
 
*Equally important, is managing self-criticism and judgment. While Gabrielites 
fear reproach from others, their own self judgment can be crippling. The ultimate 
goal for those aligned to this realm, is to learn from these mistakes instead of 
being overly opinionated, or worse, self-critical. 
 
** Call on Gabriel when you need to communicate clearly with others (soul to 
soul) 
 
 
 

Archangel Michael 
“He who is as God” 
 
The realm of protection and truth 
Chakra Association: Third eye chakra 
Divine Energy: Masculine 
Realm Challenge: Harshly criticized, unspoken truth 
Alternate Names: Saint Michael, Mikael, Miguel, Mika'il, Mikha'el, Beshter, 
Sabbathiel 
 
This is the realm of the spiritual warrior. Archangel Michael has been depicted in 
various faith traditions as the leader of God's armies in the battle against Satan's 
forces. This powerful masculine energy represents valor and strength. Michael 
carries the sword of Truth, made of Light, which destroys fear-based energy. 
Guardian Angels are assigned from this realm. Under Archangel Michael's 
prudent judgment and solid discernment, Guardian Angels are sent forth to assist 
individuals in their soul's journey.  
 
Michael is also the custodian of home and family. Individuals aligned with his 
energy are often referred to as "front line" spiritual warriors. They stand in Truth, 
and do not stray from their convictions. They favour a “black and white" approach 
to situations, avoiding the ambiguous grey areas. Quite often, their direct 
language, and strong beliefs, is not well received by a world that is accustomed 
to "kind-of-truths" and "half-truths." As a result, they can be harshly labeled as 
stubborn or narrow-minded. This outward criticism sometimes leads to inaction, 
and a "silencing" of the Truth, as the individual recoils and turns his/her 
frustration and anger inward.  
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*Those who work with Michael's energy are reminded to listen to their truth, see it 
clearly, and recognize that Michael protects them even when they feel 
persecuted.  
 
**Call upon Archangel Michael to intercept incoming psychic attacks, or to shield 
from future attacks. Michael is instrumental in guiding future steps toward 
important life changes.  
 
 
 

Kamiel 
“He Who Sees God” 
 
The realm of light, energy, and power 
Chakra Association: Grown 
Divine Energy: Masculine 
Realm Challenge: Abusing Power 
Alternate Names: Chamuel, Camael, Gamiel, Camiul, Camniel, Chamael, 
Kamael, Khamael, KMAL 
 
Kamiel's realm is associated with omniscience. In other words, he sees beyond 
the obvious. From his powerful vantage point, he can locate missing items and 
find solutions to problems that appear hopeless.  
 
He helps people attain inner peace, especially in difficult times. He is 
instrumental in helping individuals "find" their life's purpose. As spiritual director, 
he can guide the individual to the Higher Self.  
 
Kamiel can help in any "lost" situation, as long as one is willing to listen and 
follow his prudent advice and guidance. With such abundant power, the greatest 
challenge for Kamielites, is understanding the spectrum of power. On one end 
of the spectrum is the abuse of power, on the other end, is the fear of power. 
Herein lies the challenge: to be the most powerful version of yourself, without 
crossing the line to abusive power, and finding the courage to face your fear of 
power.  
 
Kamiel's realm teaches powerful techniques related to astral travel, and helps 
develop energy healing techniques. Kamielites find it easy to connect with Divine 
Source through meditation and hypnosis. Finally, those who fully integrate 
Kamiel's energy, come to reside in their Divine power, and live in Divine Light. 
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Uriel  
“The Light of God” 
 
The realm intellectual curiosity and insight 
Chakra Association: Crown 
Divine Energy: Masculine 
Realm Challenge: Being tactful and not assuming the right answer 
Alternate Names: Aretziel, Nuriel, Phanuel 
 
Uriel is considered the protector of the physical body, and the illuminator of 
minds. He fills us with wisdom, insight, and epiphanies. He teaches us the 
importance of communicating with wisdom.  
 
Uriel can be invoked when one requires accurate information to solve a problem. 
His guidance is always sound, and always truthful. Uriel's realm governs all 
things associated with stored memory and remembering. Uriel assists in finding 
the most appropriate means of expression, and ensures the message reaches 
the audience without misunderstandings or miscommunication. Those aligned to 
this realm may be orators, journalists, counselors, or preachers.  
 
The greatest challenge for Urielites is choosing the right words/message when 
communicating. Choosing a message that serves the greater good, but does not 
belittle or lessen another's worth, is the ultimate goal for Urielites.  
 
Uriel teaches to focus inward to find the most healing and helpful words. He also 
reminds us not to make hasty assumptions, or be quick to respond, before 
considering our words, message, and actions wisely. 
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Training on the Other Side 
 
All souls incarnate with prior knowledge, skills and training. A souls’ “body of 
knowledge” is not limited to its current lifetime. Part of the soul’s knowledge 
comes from a specialized training group.  
 
According to Soul Geneses protocol, individual souls receive training in 
specialized areas that translate to experiences a person has in this lifetime. 
Training on the other side instills important values, skills, and talents that the soul 
employs to solve problems that arise throughout its life course. In some cases, 
the training is specifically related to recurring events that seem to come up time 
and time again in life. 
 
Your Reading says you have prior training but it is not within the 
categories I have learned to ask for,  perhaps it is not pertinent to your current 
health or status at this moment, or  you are not  ready to have this revealed yet. 
Your training was something “unknown” to me. Muscle testing hints at something 
“Atlantian”. 
 
 

House Of ... 
 
 
This portion of the Soul Genesis reading provides us with information about your 
soul's association with a specific historical period. The house of... identifies the 
soul's lineage, and delineates a historical period in which each individual has had 
personal experience in a past incarnation. For example, if a soul incarnated in 
the time of Jesus, the soul would have been exposed to Jesus' teachings and to 
the predominant cultural/social forces of the day. 
 
In anthropological terms, all cultures contain unique beliefs, values, mores, and 
laws that maintain social order and protect its citizens from outside influences. All 
cultures have unique verbal and written communication systems, and prescribed 
roles attributed to gender, age, and social status.  
 
Cultures also develop means of self and group expression through visual arts, 
literature, poetry, music, and dance. One of the most defining features of any 
culture is its relationship with the spiritual realm. All human cultures, past and 
present, imbue spiritual beliefs into the social fabric. Traditional cultures, for 
example, created systems of belief to help its people understand the natural and 
metaphysical world around them. The use of myths and symbols is a hallmark of 
all human cultures. These help integrate the beliefs about the natural world, God, 
and the Heavens into daily life. 
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I divide the houses into two categories: 
 
Ancient Wisdom: RA, ODIN, GODDESS, DRUID, WHITE BUFFALO, MAYAN 
 
Ascended Master Energy: JESUS, MOTHER MARY, BUDDHA, KRISHNA 
 
(There may be others but these are the ones I most often run across. But I am 
always looking to be introduced to more. We are so unique and our history very 
diverse). 
 
 
 
Soul Connections 
 
The houses represent a specific world view, affinity, or unconscious training the 
soul has acquired in past lives; in other words, affiliation with a specific house 
means the soul would have lived during that historical period.  
Your current life experiences, or general personality in this lifetime could be 
reminders of your "house" lineage.  
 
For example, an individual with nurturing, yet powerful, energy could belong to 
the house of Mother Mary. Being empathetic to the plight of others reflects 
Mother Mary's core teachings on compassion.  
 
For someone else the connection to their house might be traits or interests 
expressed in this lifetime; for example, someone who is detail oriented, and 
focuses on structure in this lifetime, might belong to the Egyptian House of Ra. 
The attention to order and structure could be unconscious appreciation for the 
architectural prowess of Ancient Egypt (e.g. the Pyramids of Giza). Being from 
Sirius I expected this to be one of your houses. It is not however the House of 
your Soul at first breath, it was the house of one of the energies we banished. 
 
Connections can extend to gender, specifically, the status of women in a specific 
"house." This could play out in personal issues surrounding gender in this 
lifetime. The most prominent connection might exist between the spiritual beliefs 
of your "house," and how they influence spiritual beliefs in this lifetime. 
 
The house may also be likened to one's "cultural inheritance" in this life. The 
possibilities for connections are plentiful, and intricately connected with other 
elements of the soul profile. i.e symbols and myths for each particular house, 
notable contributions that each house has made to human history 
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Many people come from only one house, you are descended from 3 
Houses. 
 
 

 
                                                            

The House of  ODIN 
The Viking Age: 793AD-1066AD 
Scandinavia (Norway, Sweden, Denmark)  - 
This should come as no surprise, except that 
you are (so far in my 2 years of doing theses 
readings) the very first to come from this house! 
 
 
House of OdinSymbols and Meaning 
 
Odin is known as the AllFather, the one-eyed 

seeker of wisdom, God of magic, war and the ancient Runes. Legend claims 
Odin, while fasting, hung himself on Yggdrasil, the world tree, for nine days and 
nights in search of wisdom. Odin's symbol is the triad of sword, axe and shield. 
Odin is considered the most powerful God in Viking mythology. Common belief 
upholds that he brought the Runes (ancient alphabet) to mankind. Rune stones 
represent the written code of Viking civilization. They possess magical properties 
and were used as charms for protection and healing. They were also used to lay 
curses. Evidence of runes can be found all over Scandinavia in carved rocks 
used as memorials, and for Viking religious rituals. There are many stories, or 
sagas, related to Odin and other Gods and Goddesses. These were shared as 
part of an oral tradition. The sagas document the great feats of the Viking 
ancestors and deities, and were passed on from generation to generation-
through oral storytelling. Viking beliefs in the spiritual realm are complex, and 
their mythology is rich with gods and goddesses assisting in one facet of life or 
another. Vikings used animal sacrifices to appease the Gods and believed in a 
strong connection between one's earthly existence and the Divine realms. For 
example, the ultimate goal of the Viking warrior is to demonstrate courage in 
battle and die an honorable death so as to meet Odin in Valhalla, or the "hall of 
the fallen." In this place, the soul could resume his role as warrior in Odin's 
spiritual battle against the evil wolf Fenrir. 
 
Historical Contributions 
 
Today, Viking civilization is well known for its advanced warfare techniques, and 
territorial conquests across Europe and North America. Viking society was 
predominantly agricultural. They were also skilled ship makers and known for 
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their sophisticated seafaring techniques that allowed them to explore new lands 
effortlessly. Skilled at the art of warfare, they waged and won many battles. They 
were also shrewd traders and merchants. Viking society was comprised of three 
social classes, the nobles or jarls, the middle class or karls, and the slaves or 
thralls. Social status was measured by one's ability to accumulate wealth. 
Despite being a patriarchal system, women could hold positions of real power. Of 
course, Viking women held a great deal of personal power on the domestic front. 
Her role included raising children, preparing food, and tending the farm. Viking 
women were among the most valued artisans of society, creating elaborate 
textiles and clothing. Honour, valour, and family were important elements of 
Viking life. The Viking sagas and history was passed down by a social group 
known as the skalds. 
 
Skalds were the scholars, poets and storytellers of Viking society. They 
recounted history and composed poems and stories that formed the "literature" of 
Viking society. It was passed down in the oral tradition of storytelling. The skalds 
were honoured and feared for their knowledge because it was believed that the 
gift of poetry was a direct gift from Odin. 
 
Soul Connections 
 
For individuals aligned with the Viking house, protecting tradition and exploring 
new options is one of life's main challenges. These individuals are often seen as 
aggressive, or combative, by others. They may be labeled stubborn or 
headstrong.  
 
They have great tenacity and will work through obstacles without surrendering. 
They may be peaceful by nature, but circumstances around them cause them to 
take physical action. They have adventurous spirits and show formidable skills as 
leaders among their peers. They appreciate nature and all that is provided from 
nature. These individuals have expansive creative powers. True to their Viking 
lineage, these individuals are explorers and travelers by nature. 
 
People connected to Odin's house may unconsciously mirror the values upheld 
by their Viking forefathers. For example, the Vikings believed in egalitarian 
relationships, ones in which men and women were considered equals. This 
dynamic may play out in this life where gender equality is questioned, either in 
personal or professional relationships.  
 
Interestingly, since the Viking tradition is an oral one, descendants of this house 
may be outspoken. They are typically employed in a job/profession that values 
strong oratory skills, and can often find success in fields related to the performing 
arts. 
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You are also descended from the House of the 
GODDESS 

 
Hellenistic Period: 336-146BC 
(Ancient Greece/Middle East/Rome) 
 
Symbols and Meaning 
 
The house of the Goddess finds its origins in the 
period immediately after the death of Alexander the 
Great, and before the ascent of the Roman Empire.  
 
This era of history is known as the Hellenistic period. 
Although many of its social structures were a 
continuation of Classical Greek civilization, the 
period saw changes to philosophy, art, and brought 
Goddess worship into sharper focus. 
 

Oracles, sanctuaries, and shrines were popular during the period. A new system 
of astrology emerged that included an elaborate system of time measurement 
linked to the passage of night to day. More important, was the expanding 
religions of the day that included Goddess worship.  
 
From Egypt, the Greeks learned about the Goddess Isis. Depicted as the ideal 
mother and wife, Isis became a powerful idol of worship in Hellenistic culture. Isis 
means throne, for this reason, Isis is typically depicted with a headdress in the 
form of a throne. She is the patroness of nature and magic. Popular myth 
attributes the flooding of the Nile to the tears Isis shed for her deceased 
husband.  
 
Similarly, from Syrian culture, the Greeks learned about Atargatis, the Goddess 
of fertility and protector of cities. Also called Ataratheh, her symbols are doves 
(love) and fish (water). She is the goddess of love, fertility, and life of the waters. 
 
Historical Contributions 
 
Prior to the Hellenistic period, Alexander the Great spread Greek culture and 
power throughout Europe, Africa, and Southwest Asia. The period is 
characterized by two important elements: cultural diffusion and colonization.  
 
The Hellenistic period also marked widespread changes to the role of women. As 
a result, a growing number of royal women came to the forefront of political 
power during the period. Alexander's mother, Olympias, looked after 
Macedonia's court in her son's absence. Women's influence flourished in legal 
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and economic affairs of the state as well. Advances in education among women 
led to acclaimed female poets and philosophers. New philosophies such as 
Epicureanism emerged.  
 
Epicureanism extolled the virtues of individual happiness and fulfillment, and 
admonished the notion that state and community should come before the 
individual. This is a significant shift in thinking because the state was patriarchal, 
governed by men, whereas the individual's happiness transcends gender, and is 
inclusive of females. In Hellenistic art, the female form is given greater 
importance. Similar changes occurred in the art of the period. More and more 
artists and sculptors of the day drew inspiration from the female form, celebrating 
the common woman as well as the Divine Goddess. 
 
 
Soul Connections 
 
Only women are aligned with the house of the Goddess. These women value 
egalitarian relationships. Females connected to this house have a deep respect 
for diversity of thought. In some facet of their lives, these women are working to 
bridge the polarity between male and female energies. They also favour a holistic 
approach (e.g. yin and yang) to most issues.  
 
Since the Hellenistic period was known for cultural diffusion, today's female 
descendants may be working on breaking down cultural and gender barriers in 
their immediate communities or beyond. Highly skilled and competent, it is easy 
for these women to make their mark in professional domains, often rising to 
positions of leadership with little effort. They have also integrated the lesson of 
colonization from their ancestors, and do not misuse the power that is entrusted 
to them to govern over others.  
 
This period was also marked as the era of the Priestess. Highly revered for their 
spiritual prowess, the Priestess performed sacrifices and administered to the 
spiritual wellbeing of many in society. Today's version of the Priestess, also 
administers to the spiritual and emotional wellbeing of many in their immediate 
familial and social circles.  
 
The Priestess was free to have uninhibited sexual relationships, but could not 
take a mate. These unique relationship habits can manifest across many 
lifetimes. As a result, these women may have difficulty sustaining romantic 
relationships, but are formidable lovers. 
 
 
You have also walked in the time period of , and been trained during the time of: 
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MOTHER MARY 
18BC-41AD 
Holy Land: Nazareth 
 
Core Teachings = Compassion and Intercession 
 
Throughout history, many titles have been attributed 
to Mother Mary ranging from royal queen to humble 
mother. Mother Mary carries the same Goddess and 
Divine energy as Isis, Radha (wife of Krishna), and 
the Virgin of Guadalupe (Aztec princess) to name a 
few. 
 
Mother Mary also finds her Divine compliment in the 

merciful figure of Quan yin. This connection is worth exploring in some detail 
here, as it demonstrates the proliferation of Goddess and Divine energy in 
different world cultures and religious traditions. 
 
 
 
Quan Yin 
 
Like Mother Mary, Quan Yin is an Ascended Master and celestial bodhisattua 
(being of enlightenment). Quan Yin is one of the most beloved deities in the 
Buddhist tradition. She is the embodiment of compassionate loving kindness. 
Choosing to forego the bliss of Nirvana, she took a vow to remain in the earthly 
realms to heed people's cries for mercy (especially women and children). Quan 
Yin intercedes on their behalf, performs "miracles," and protects. 
 
Mother Mary is also considered a "miracle worker." Shrines around the world 
have been erected to honour her Divine power (e.g. Lourdes and Fatima). 
Millions of pilgrims have flocked to these sanctuaries to pay homage to Her 
powerful healing energy. The Catholic veneration of Mary is based on her work 
with souls in need of protection and intercession. Her prayer, Hail Mary, is an 
invocation to help, to protect, and to intercede on behalf of all those who call 
upon her (especially at the hour of death). Mother Mary acts as a conduit 
between humanity and God. Mary is often depicted in religious art wearing robes 
of royal red or blue. Her cloak provides symbolic refuge and protection for all 
those who seek her Divine assistance. 
 
Mary is also venerated for her nurturing human role as the mother of Jesus. Mary 
suffered every torment along with Jesus. For this reason, Mother Mary is a 
powerful role model for all mothers who love and give selflessly, in order to spare 
their children from pain, and protect them from harm. She is also a poignant 
example for bereft mothers. Her power is closely linked to the power of Jesus. 
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The passion of Christ (the crucifixion and death) united Mary and Jesus' hearts In 
a powerful dyad of love and strength. Together, the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and 
Mary are powerful symbols of love and compassion. 
 
 
 
Soul Connections 
 
The House of Mary represents the Mother aspect of God. Those who belong to 
this house are naturally aligned with the creative-feminine energy within all 
beings. They feel the energy of beauty, creativity, intuition and inspiration more 
acutely than others.  
 
Mother Mary is the divine compliment of Archangel Raphael and presides over 
matters of the heart. These individuals understand the importance of caring for 
and nurturing others. This house is not restricted to women, men who belong to 
this house may find themselves in non-traditional fields (e.g. ECE, nursing) as 
they work in the service of others. These individuals like to curate the nurturing 
aspects of their personalities. 
 
 Mother Mary's house represents the ray of healing and wholeness, the ray of 
clear seeing, invention, vision, and truth. As a result, all those who belong to Her 
house mirror these qualities in their daily lives. She heals the inner child; this may 
explain why some individuals are aligned to this particular house.  
 
These individuals are probably learning to release conditions, and limiting 
thoughts from childhood that prevent them from moving forward and achieving 
wholeness. The descendants of this house find it easy to reach out and comfort 
those in pain, and tend to cultivate Mother Mary's greatest attributes: mercy, 
forgiveness, grace, and love.  
 
Furthermore, these individuals may be passionate parents and custodians to the 
young. These individuals must guard against taking on "all the suffering of the 
world" or risk becoming personally depleted. They must also guard against 
preconceived notions about nurturance as the primary role of women. In a 
patriarchal system, descendants of Mother Mary must stand up to charges that 
nurturance is not "real" power. 
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God Spark  
 
Everyone has a God Spark to remind us that we are from Creator, we wear an 
emblem of our God worthiness in the form of a God Spark. These sparks can be 
imagined as a flame burning or bright sun in one or more chakras.  
 
It is possible to have all seven God Sparks, one in each chakra, activated at 
once. The activated God Sparks location is often closely related to what 
Archangel realm or eternal pattern a person is aligned with.  
(e.g. Someone who has access to Archangel Gabriel’s realm, which governs the 
throat chakra may have an activated throat chakra God Spark as well)  
 
If there is a disruptive condition on an individual’s soul, the God Spark may be 
hidden under energetic residue such as ooze or tar. (Negative energies and 
thoughts, entities etc). 
 
At the start of your session you had no active God  
We did some deliberate clearing and  focus work here to activate all of them.  
 
 

 

Spirit Guides 
 
According to Soul Genesis protocol, the soul is 
assigned at least one Spirit Guide on first 
breath. This Spirit Guide will accompany the 
soul throughout life, and assist with the 
transition as it crosses over.  
 
The main Spirit Guide is also present as the 
contractual agreement is established. This 
agreement outlines the lessons the soul has 
agreed to learn in this lifetime, and the methods 

(e.g. free will and choice) by which the soul chooses to learn them. All the while, 
the main Spirit Guide remains attentive to the soul.  
 
As such, the main Spirit Guide has a "bird's eye" view of the individual's entire life 
course. 
 
 At various transitions/stages of life, new Spirit Guides join the soul's journey. For 
example, new Guides may appear during adolescence to help us navigate the 
transition between childhood and adulthood, or overcome the tumultuous period 
of puberty. By adulthood, most individuals have between four and six Guides. 
Spirit Guides can be aligned to feminine or masculine Divine energy, and be 
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positive or negative. (Negative Spirit Guides, however, are not synonymous with 
dark forces or entities. They simply represent disruptive energy that creates 
unnecessary diversions and confusion, and lead the individual away from your 
soul's path.) 
 
Positive or negative, Spirit Guides usually assist in FIVE different areas of life 
(e.g. health, career,finances, intimacy, fun & friendships, and more). Some Spirit 
Guides maintain a consistent presence, while others appear for a short time to 
assist you with a difficult task, and leave when the task is complete.  
 
Spirit Guides should not to be confused with Guardian Angels, Archangels, or 
Ascended Masters, who are separate Light energies that are always aligned with 
Light, Love, and Truth, and always operate in the soul's Highest Good. 
 
For some reason you had absolutely NO Spirit guides! Everything you have 
accomplished and been doing you are doing on your own.  
 
I hired a new team of 29 positive spirit guides for you, each from the Temple of 
Love, Light and Truth, in each of the following areas.  
- 4 in Health,  
- 7 in Intimacy and Relationships, 
- 4 in Fun and Friendships,  
- 5 in Career and Finances,  
- 6 in Spiritual Development/Path/Purpose 
- and we created a new category just for you, of Security Guards and bouncers   
  of which you now have 3   
 
You now have a team (or Army) of 29 guides plus the assistance of 8 Arch 
Angels to help you. A great book to read is Hiring The Heavens by Jean Slatter, 
to help you build rapport with these energetic assistants. 
 

 
Shields 
 
Shields are vibrations that extend around an individual's soul and keep the 
physical and subtle bodies in sacred space. Shields are made of Light energy. 
They prevent negativity, projected by others, from penetrating our Sacred field, or 
Golden Web.  
 
The shields vibrate in the D# tone, in the second octave above middle C. This is 
the same tone as sea salt, burning sage, the 3rd eye chakra, and the Om sound.  
 
Ideally, a soul should have 6 full shields (2 front, 2 back, 1 on each side) for 
impenetrable protection against heavy negative energy. 
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It is not uncommon to find clients with damaged or missing shields. Shields can 
be dropped or damaged, by trickery, or psychic attack, or by other reasons. i.e. 
you may have self-dissipated, or dropped, your own shields due to victimization. 
Shields are also destroyed if your soul has allegiances to shadow forces. 
 
In most cases, I am seeing a correlation between shielding and Spirit Guides. 
(For example, like your reading if you have few to no shields, you may also have 
negative Spirit Guides. The absence of shields creates an environment in which 
disruptive Spirit Guides can enter your energy field freely and wreak havoc. ) 
 
 
Yours seem to have been missing due to the psychic attack of the negative souls 
who were with you. Therefore, I have re-instated all shields, fired and bound 
your negative Spirit Guides, and re-established balance. We have also 
installed energetic force fields around your shields to prevent more 
negativity.  
And reinforced your communication with the Archangel Angelic Realm 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Gateways 
 
There are two access points through which we learn and grow in soulful 
awareness. These are known as the Transition and the Destiny Gateways. 
 
The soul’s growth is measured by one’s life lessons, and the ability to integrate 
the lessons in a meaningful way. Life affords us many opportunities to learn 
important lessons, they maybe simple problems or complex issues.  
It seems, unfortunately, when a person does not work through the problem 
successfully, they are destined to repeat it.  
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Transition Gateways  
 
The Transition Gateway represents the circumstances that are enabling you or 
challenging you at this moment to integrate important life lessons, and become 
fully aligned with your soul’s true purpose. When you embrace the Transition 
Gateway, personal transformation occurs. 
 
Note: You can go through several gateways in your current lifetime or through 
one. It is all about the individual soul journey.  
 
The Transition Gateway you are currently approaching and going through 
is…  Embracing All Aspects of Self 
 
Physical/Emotional  

- learning to overcome limitation and accepting that something’s are not in 
your best interest  

- realizing that all the shadow aspects of the soul are also part of you 
 
 
Mental 

- rejecting the cycle of self judgment in favor of self-acceptance 
- applying the concept of self discernment in all mental aspects 
 

 
Spiritual 

- modulating (redirecting) shields as you enter the 4th dimension 
- accessing new belief structures as you integrate all parts of yourself 
- realizing that fear makes you feel unprotected and vulnerable and that you 

can control the outcome by not giving into fear 
- tearing down your defenses will help clear the shadow aspects by bringing 

them into consciousness and walking them out in the physical. 
  
 
 
Destiny Gateways 
 
The Destiny Gateway represents the path through which the soul’s true purpose 
is achieved. Unlike the Transition Gateway, whose purpose is transformation, the 
Destiny Gateway allows for Transmutation.  
 
Transmutation is the process of changing form and substance. In other words, it 
is the process that brings about the most profound changes at the core level.  
Transmutation changes human DNA on a cellular level. It clears old belief 
structures to make room for new learning, so the Destiny Gateway enables one 
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to shift their life’s perspective, to clear that which no longer serves the Higher 
Self, and realize a personal paradigm shift. 
Change on this level means you are able to step into your passions path.  
 
The 3 Destiny Gateway you are working through are … 
 

1. Authentic Embodiment 
 
Physical/Emotional 
 

• expressing authenticity in physical human form without the need for 
protection 

 
Mental  
 

• believing that the self is the sum of one's belief systems and thought 
patterns 

 
Spiritual  
 

• understanding the connectedness of the One 
 
 
2. Healed Attachments 

 
Physical/Emotional 
 

• developing unity of being 

• avoiding attachments to personal duality  

• detaching from personal personae (e.g. personal me/hidden self) 
 
Mental  
 

• clarifying the belief systems one embodies  
 
Spiritual  

• making connection to Divine Power/Priestess (e.g. balancing great 
spiritual power and achievements with shadow activities such as 
sacrifices) 

 
3. Soul Family Redesign 

 
Physical/Emotional 

- expecting one’s soul twin to be in the next dimension 
- developing a family of choice rather than blood line  
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Mental  

- Learning and embracing the attributes of other soul groups (e.g. family is 
not always defined by blood lines) 

 
 
Spiritual 

- Aligning self with others based on true resonance in the 4th dimension 
(e.g. heart resonant group vs. Blood, social + business contract, marriage) 

- affiliating with other soul groups who may be kindred spirits 
 

(Making new friends or developing a new support system outside of 
blood/marriage relations) 

 
 

 
 

Final Closing notes: 
 

• Even with the lengthily clearings done to identify the soul at first breath, 
this soul was still  using an unknown Façade that had to be cleared and 
deactivated 

• You had several Vows /Obligations to negative beings we had to revoke, 
recant, and rescind 

• There were some Objects or crystals charged with dark energy that I could 
not identify, however were able to retone them to a more positive vibration 
of D# 

• There were some Portal ways open in the subconscious mind allowing 
dark energy to enter and disrupt/harass you – that too has now been 
closed and sealed 

• This is interesting… Portal way open to other races of beings! but you 
gave permission for me to deactivate this as well 

• There were several attempts at Ray connection made with a talker/stalker 
energy, which we disable 

• Compassionate connection with a disruptive being from a past and 
present life that is drawing you towards a dark vortex was also 
disengaged, seems to have been a connection through your mother. 

• Had to heal a Virus, some scars and  tears on your Golden Web 
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• There was also Tar and mirror image taint on subtle body that we had to 
neutralize 

• We also cleared Red fibers on your Golden Web 

• We also had to shield you from Negative thought forms/anger spears 
directed at you as the recipient of a several spells, pacts, bindings, and a 
curse. (Relating to the present and something to do with “Eric”. Unable to 
get a clearer description of this, but we did extricate you from this 
entanglement )  

 
 
Definition of terms: Compassionate Connection 
 
A condition in which the soul develops an emotional attachment with disruptive 
beings from a past or present life. This situation occurs when a positive soul 
extends love and compassion to a soul who has chosen a path of distortion. The 
compassionate souls are misguided in their attempts to shine light and love on 
the disruptive soul. This situation usually results in a harmful loss of energy for 
the positive soul, YOU.  Note: Soul mates in a previous life are not always in our 
best interest in this one, even though we recognize them on a deeper level, they 
may not have our best interest at heart. Now disengaged 
 
Curses 
 
Restrictive devices placed on individuals, families, or soul groups which resonate 
on a physical or emotional level. Sometimes, curses may be carried over from a 
past life. Exticated, disentangled. 
 
Earthbound Spirits 
 
Souls that have not fully transitioned. They usually attach themselves to 
someone with whom they have had a significant relationship. Most often, they 
are beings that died suddenly, or under traumatic circumstances. They may not 
see the Light and may be disoriented about their location, choosing to linger 
around those they knew in life. Other times, they make agreements with a loved 
one to never leave (e.g. emotional bargaining that occurs during a prolonged/ 
terminal illness). The individual affected by the spirit may feel tired and drawn out 
for no particular reason. This is usually a sign that the Earthbound spirit is 
drawing energy to sustain itself. (Eric’s friend who committed suicide, not 
your father, brothers, or aunt, had him escorted to astral planes to be 
reeducated) 
 

Energy Created  
 
A condition in which the individual’s subconscious feeds energy to false 
impressions of the self, or false images of the self, that are created by other’s 
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expectations. These false thoughts are so powerful that they create a form, or 
shadow being, in the subconscious. The individual believes these negative 
messages, and the subconscious continues to feed energy to the thought form. 
Angel requests help dissipate thought forms. Sometimes the individual’s 
subconscious is more powerful than angel requests, and negative thought forms 
are kept alive out of “free choice, free will.” I will keep checking in on this. 
 
Ghosts  
 
Spirits that have crossed over. Ghosts can summon up energy to appear as 
ectoplasms and create general disruption (e.g. tampering with electrical power in 
a home, flickering lights)  
 
Golden Web 
 
The sacred location that sits 12" from the body. The Golden Web is protected by 
six energetic shields that sit 13" outside body. The Golden Web contains all 
God's information about the soul, and represents the soul's unique DNA coding. 
It also contains the soul's memory system and is comprised of 144,000 
interconnections to the Divine. Yours is now being healed. 
 
Golden Web: Conditions  
 
Red Fibres: are filaments on the Golden Web related to disruptive beings, usually 
from a past life connection with lOUs, or caused by the soul's involvement with 
shadow energy. 
 
Viruses: are like memes created out of conscious participation in misguided 
belief systems. The virus infiltrates the Golden Web, creating harm and distortion 
in the memory system. 
 
 
 
 
Memory Added, Shared, Programmed 
 
Varied conditions that develop as a result of being trapped in a negative astral 
plane, or having a crystal implant from Atlantis or Ancient Egypt. 
Depending on the circumstance, disruptive memories may be shared with other 
beings, programmed by other beings, or added to one's subconscious. 
 
Negative Astral Planes 
 
Places in the subconscious to which one travels to rescue trapped beings 
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Negative Astrals are filled with souls who are stuck due to negative choices 
made in a particular lifetime (e.g. suicide). 
 
Negative Energy Influence  
 
A condition which involves all dark energy that has ever influenced an individual 
while on Earth, and is still contained in their past life memory system. Negative 
energy influence is measured on a scale of 0-100, 0 = no influences present to 
100 = souls working closely with dark forces. The average range for most souls is 
28-33 
e.g Individuals with the Victimhood core wound, will dowse around 30 to 40  
 
Negativity Directed by Others 
 
A condition caused by negativity directed toward an individual. 
We are taught to politely accept that which is being offered, even if we'd rather 
not. Our planet works on the principle of magnetism. If one is accepting of, and 
attracting negativity, it will "stick." Depolarizing the magnetism of negativity 
means the individual is no longer receptive, and negative thoughts or feelings 
lose their hold over the soul. 
 
Poltergeists  
 
Are negative, disruptive entity energies. They cause trouble because they can.  
 
Red and other Ray connections  
 
Rays originate from dark realms that attach to individuals at the 3B/4B chakras. 
The rays are brought by an "ambassador" from the dark realm. 
 
Talker/Stalker  
 
Talker or stalker: is a negative entity that speaks to the subconscious, instructing 
it to drop the shields. The subconscious records the whispered messages, a 
breech is formed in the individual's defense, and shields begin to drop. In 
addition, a portal way is opened to the particular dark realm to which the 
individual may travel unknowingly. 
 
Spells, Pacts, Bindings 
 
As a power play, positive and negative beings can involve themselves in spells, 
pacts, or bindings with disruptive energies.  
A spell is a bidding, or intention, placed upon an individual. Spells can follow 
souls from one lifetime to another.  
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A pact is an agreement between an individual and a disruptive being to exchange 
"something."  
A binding disables a shadow energy from harming another soul by polishing its 
shields on the inside, forcing it to see its own negativity. 
Tar 
 
A toxic substance that forms out of the lack of Love, Light, and Truth. Beings who 
are too sympathetic to harmful forces, attract tar on their soul. Those who have 
been to negative astrals will also have tar on their beings. Tar will burn holes in 
the subtle bodies, eventually causing damage to the physical body. Draconans 
use tar maliciously to cover the God Spark. This has now been removed. 
 
 
 
You may listen to all of the clearings that were done on the recording I have sent 
you, however it is not necessary because all of the clearing have already taken 
place. Although the conscious mind may enjoy hearing it so it can catch up to the 
changes the unconscious made.  
 
You do not need to try and figure anything out or understand, your subconscious 
knows and gets it all because it asked for the changes to occur.  
 
If you have questions please ask them and I will try my best to answer. 
  
I have supplied you with a lot of information. Take away from it what you need. If 
something doesn’t resonate with you that is okay, since you have not had my 
training some of this will not make sense to you. 
 
I trust that you have already been feeling more energetic and lighter, thoughts 
are  clearer less foggy, and you are probably sleeping better even though life 
may still be throwing some big challenges and responsabiities at you.  
 
I suspect you are noticing some changes which might feel uncomfortable simply 
because they are different and new.  
 
Most clients mention they feel “clean” or “reborn”.  
 
This is not a diagnosis, this is a new awareness that you are now able to apply to 
your life,  and the clearings allow for you to continue more easily in your day to 
day life towards fulfilling your goals.  
 
For further assistance, I recommend: 
 

• another session to open you to assistance from the other six Archangel 
Realms and increase your access to Archangel Kamiel 
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• another session focusing on activating the remaining God Sparks 
 
 

• it will be beneficial to work on your family members as well so that they 
can move along in this new energy with you 
 

• a property clearing for your home and cottage is also advised to bring 
supportive energy to all of these changes. This clearing is done remotely, 
and I will check for portals, and other things that may have allowed this 
diverting of your energy; thereby allowing for this  embezzlement to cease, 
and so you cannot not fall back into entrapment of the energies that we 
just cleared. (To do so I only need to have a date and time when the 
house/property is vacant of human occupants, and a sketch or floor plan 
would be helpful too) 
 

 
As a final note I would like you to realize how powerful a being you truly are, as 
you had 2 negative shadow energies trying to hold you down and manipulate you 
for most of your lifetime. Seems I have more research to do to uncover what 
these energies were as they do not fall into the categories in which I was trained. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jessy  
  
 

 
 
 
Some of definitions of the houses and core wounds  have been compiled from to the Soul Genesis Manual, and other 
sources  for better definitions and deeper understanding.  


